Faculty Teaching Awards 2019/2020

National
CREOG National Faculty Award: Christine Garcia, MD
APGO Excellence in Teaching Award: Arlene Cosca, MD
SASGOG Faculty Award: Merritt McLean, MD

Regional
UCSF Outstanding Voluntary Clinical Faculty Teaching Awards: Pam Chan, MD; Corey Young, MD.

Local
Outstanding Teacher, DSA: Connie Widdowson, MD
Outstanding Teacher, SSF/DLC: Tina Tan, MD

Faculty Teaching Awards 2018/2019

National
CREOG National Faculty Award: Robert Nachtigal, MD
APGO Excellence in Teaching Award: Anne Regenstein, MD
SASGOG Faculty Award: Erin Niemasik, MD

Regional
UCSF Outstanding Voluntary Clinical Faculty Teaching Awards: Michelle Bourgault, MD; Arlene Cosca, MD; Kathryn Houston, MD; Laura Norrell, MD; Anna Rabinov, MD; Diane Sklar, MD; Corey Young, MD.

Local
Outstanding Teacher, DSA: Karen Simpson, MD
Outstanding Teacher, SSF/DLC: Katie Ryan, MD
Outstanding Teacher, SFO: Diane Sklar, MD

Faculty Teaching Awards 2017/2018

National
CREOG National Faculty Award: Corey Young, MD
APGO Excellence in Teaching Award: Laura Norrell, MD
SASGOG Faculty Award: Erica Weiss, MD

Regional
UCSF Outstanding Voluntary Clinical Faculty Teaching Awards: Gavin Jacobson, MD; Michelle Morrill, MD; Laura Norrell, MD; Diane Sklar, MD; Michelle Bourgault, MD; Arlene Cosca, MD; Dawn Ogawa, MD; Pam Chan, MD; Ivan Huang, MD; Harmony Schuttler, MD

Local
Outstanding Teacher, DSA: April Tritto, MD
Outstanding Teacher, SSF/DLC: Jaime O’Campo, MD

Faculty Teaching Awards 2016/2017

National
CREOG National Faculty Award: Stephanie Terry, MD
APGO Excellence in Teaching Award: Diane Sklar, MD
SASGOG Faculty Award: Sandra Torrente, MD

Regional
UCSF Outstanding Voluntary Clinical Faculty Teaching Awards: Gavin Jacobson, MD; Michelle Morrill, MD; Laura Norrell, MD; Diane Sklar, MD; Michelle Bourgault, MD

Local
Outstanding Didactic Teacher: Erica Weiss, MD
Outstanding Clinic Teacher: Christina Bryant, MD
Outstanding L&D Teacher: Merritt McLean, MD
Outstanding Surgical Teacher, SFO: Maureen Cho, MD
Outstanding Surgical Teacher, SSF: Jaime Ocampo, MD
Outstanding Surgical Teacher, DSA: Christina Schroeder, MD
Resident Champion: Maureen Park, MD
Outstanding Research Mentor: Bethan Powell, MD

Faculty Teaching Awards 2015/2016

National
CREOG National Faculty Award: Diane Sklar, MD
APGO Excellence in Teaching Award: Kathryn Houston, MD
SASGOG Faculty Award: Stephanie Terry, MD

Regional
UCSF Outstanding Voluntary Clinical Faculty Teaching Awards: Steven Masters, MD; Diane Sklar, MD; Shawna Hedley, MD

Local
Outstanding Didactic Teacher: Robert Nachtigall, MD
Outstanding Clinic Teacher: Carla Fracchia, MD
Outstanding L&D Teacher: Stephanie Terry, MD
Outstanding Surgical Teacher, SFO: Ramey Littell, MD
Outstanding Surgical Teacher, SSF: Kathleen Ryan, MD
Outstanding Surgical Teacher, DSA: Karen Simpson, MD
Resident Champion: Sarah Mandel, MD

Faculty Teaching Awards 2014/2015

National
CREOG National Faculty Award: Ivan Huang, MD
APGO Excellence in Teaching Award: Justin Collingham, MD

Regional
UCSF Outstanding Voluntary Clinical Faculty Teaching Awards Pamela Chan, MD Pratima Gupta, MD Shawna Hedley, MD Gavin Jacobson, MD Steven Masters, MD Diane Sklar, MD

Local
Outstanding Didactic Teacher: Ivan Huang, MD
Outstanding Clinic Teacher: Laurie Miller, MD
Outstanding L&D Teacher: Danny Wu, MD
Outstanding Surgical Teacher, SFO: Lily Tan, MD
Outstanding Surgical Teacher, SSF: Jaime Ocampo, MD
Outstanding Surgical Teacher, DSA: April Tritto

Faculty Teaching Awards 2013/2014

National
CREOG National Faculty Award: Bethan Powell
APGO Excellence in Teaching Award: Shawna Hedley

Regional
UCSF Outstanding Voluntary Clinical Faculty Teaching Awards Shawna Hedley, MD Gavin Jacobson, MD Steven Masters, MD Michelle Morrill, MD Dawn Ogawa, MD Ngoc Phan, MD Diane Sklar, MD Erica Weiss, MD

Local
Outstanding Didactic Teacher: Stephanie Terry, MD
Outstanding Clinic Teacher: Kaht Dorward, MD
Outstanding L&D Teacher: Anne Regenstein, MD
Outstanding Surgical Teacher: Arlene Cosca, MD

Faculty Teaching Awards 2012/2013

National
APGO Excellence in Teaching Award: S Terry
CREOG National Faculty Award: I Huang

Regional
UCSF Outstanding Voluntary Clinical Faculty Teaching Awards Gavin Jacobson, MD Ngoc Phan, MD
Anne Regenstein, MD Ivan Huang, MD Diane Sklar, MD Erica Weiss, MD

Local
Best Surgical Teacher: Jaime O’Campo
Best Clinical Teacher: Dawn Ogawa
Best Labor & Delivery Teacher: Peter Heinlein
Best Didactics: Ngoc Phan

Faculty Teaching Awards 2011/2012

National
APGO Excellence in Teaching Award: Ivan Huang, MD
CREOG National Faculty Award: Michelle Morrill, MD

Regional
UCSF Outstanding Voluntary Clinical Faculty Teaching Awards Ivan Huang, MD Anne Regenstein, MD Diane Sklar, MD

Local
Best Surgical Teacher: Erica Weiss, MD
Best Clinical Teacher: Sandra Torrente, MD
Best Labor & Delivery Teacher: Justin Collingham, MD
Best Didactics: Diane Sklar, MD
Best Outside Teaching Faculty: Katherine Ryan, MD, Daly City/San Francisco

Faculty Teaching Awards 2010/2011

National
APGO Excellence in Teaching Award: Ngoc Phan, MD
CREOG National Faculty Award: Ramey Littell, MD

Regional
UCSF Outstanding Voluntary Clinical Faculty Teaching Awards Ivan Huang, MD Anne Regenstein, MD Diane Sklar, MD

Local
Clinical Teaching Award: Susan Bertolli, MD
Obstetric Teaching Award: Sarah Mandel, MD
Endoscopic Surgery Teaching Award: Ivan Huang, MD
Research Mentor Award: Gavin Jacobson, MD